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Dissolution process for solid particles surrounded by liquid metal at conducting of electric current essentially differs from dissolution process according to atomic diffusion mechanism. Heterogeneities in liquid conductor at presence of the external physical fields cause a perturbation of this medium's field of velocities. An example of this heterogeneity is solid inclusion. In liquid conductor electric current under influence of some perturbation as a result of interaction with magnetic field raised by this current provokes a motion of fluid which was immovable when an electric current was absent. These motions of conducting fluid will be the more, the more of perturbation of electric current. The spherical solid metal inclusion, immersed in the conducting liquid, represents the given model. The electric current is conducted through the all system. On the basis of magnetohydrodynamics' laws the expression for Stoke's stream function are derived which depended on magnetic permeability and viscosity of liquid, electric conductivity of liquid and solid inclusion, radius of this inclusion and electric current's density. The all variants of the inclusion's conduction were considered: from the until the state. From the developed theory concludes, that the biggest velocity occurs under lowest (dielectric) and the highest (superconductor) inclusion's conductivity. The liquid flow directions for the cases of the higher and lower inclusion's conductivity in comparison with the liquid's conductivity are opposite. Using the derived formula for stream function stationary diffusion equation is solved, and expression for full diffusional flow from inclusion's surface is obtained. The inclusion's dissolution in the molten metal occurs, providing that the inclusion's components dissolve in the molten metal and diffusion coefficients are not equaled zero. The mechanism of the inclusion's dissolution is the convective diffusion. Dividing the full diffusional flow from spherical inclusion's surface by the full diffusional flow in the case of stationary atomic diffusion, the value named by Shemood's criterion Sh (or Nusselt's diffusion criterion) may be obtained. The dissolution occurs faster than this process runs by the atomic diffusion with the same temperature.The developed mathematical formalism may be used for analyzing of the processes of the mass transfer in the hard alloys (e.g., WC-Co,Ti-Fe-Ni) and others heterogeneous compositions under electric treatment.
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Heterogeneities in liquid conduct medium at external physical fields presence cause a perturbation of this medium's field of velocities; no difference we speak about either heterogeneities of hard inclusion's type (1-3,5,6) or a heterogeneity of physical characteristics in area of some space (4). At certain magnetic field's projections to the present speeds' field relatively the perturbations in liquid conductor speeds are stimulated (7).An electric current in a liquid conductor being excited by any manner causes a motion of liquid which was immovable when an electric current was absent. A problem of a flowing of a liquid with a current's presence about an internal spherical inclusion was solved in (1,2,5-8) . The inclusion was adopted to be either an insulator or a superconductor. We shell describe analytically speeds of a liquid conductor fluids most generally when an inclusion has an arbitrary conductivity. If we proceed from a standard Navie-Stokes equation, then having summarized a used in work (1) for an nonconduct inclusion method on a case for conduct inclusion, for the condition of absence of a liquid's slip on the inclusion's surface we shall get an expression of the Stokes' stream function.
where p0=4p H/m -is a magnetic constant, pe-is a relative magnetic permeability of a liquid medium, Jo-is a density of an electric current in liquid on endless distance of the inclusion, R-is a radius of the spherical inclusion, q-is a liquid's viscosity coefficient, r -is a radial coordinate (a center of spherical coordinate system is a center of the inclusion also ), @-is an angle coordinate (is measured of the current's direction fo), he,hi -are electric conductivities of liquid and the inclusion respectively. Parameter (2) appears in the formula (1) from expression of a current's density in medium with a spherical inclusion (by analogy with formula about electrostatic field (9)).
It's easy to make sure that by changing a conduct inclusion on an nonconduct one, the function (1) removed to a lower. -23 I A < 0 condition's case corresponding to the inclusion with more higher conductivity than liquid's one, passing to the more conductivity (which corresponds to a decrease of A parameter in algebra sense) causes the speed's increase. As seen in the the speed is close to zero very much at the value of parameter A=-0,2. Electroconvective streams mean to be visible slightly.. Let's turn to an inclusion's substance diffusion to surrounded liquid. Some aspects of this process (for the nonconduct or superconduct inclusion into the liquid conductor) were analyzed in the works (5, 6, 8) . Here a general case will be investigated which is concerned the inclusion of arbitrary conductivity A. Using Levich's method (10) (5) where F(a,k), E(u,k) -are elliptic integrals of 1 and 2 kind respectively, After an introduction of next variable else with using of (1) and (6) Using the determination (8) and considering the expressions of the variable z (7) and parameter A (2) it's possible to receive a full diffusion flux from inclusion's surface:
Having divided the full diffusion flux (9) by the full diffusion flux from the surface of the spherical inclusion in the case of a stationary atomic diffusion:
we receive a following expression for a Sherwood's criterion:
Computing for example the value (10) for the case of dissolving of a tungsten's carbide particle into the liquid cobalt binder by conditions: a limiting process is the diffusion of tungsten's atoms, RW,5mm, T= 13000C, h W 10-3 kg/m c, JoW5 1 0 1 O~/ c m~, heW.86 1060hrn-lm-~, h i z l . 1 1060hm-lm-1 (1 1) leads to the value S h m .
Present theory may be useful for an analysis of mass-transportation processes in an electrical technology and for elaboration of new technologies which demand using of electro-physical treatments.
